Intracellular targeting and retention of the glucose transporter GLUT4 by the perinuclear storage compartment involves distinct carboxyl-tail motifs.
The mechanisms by which the insulin-sensitive glucose transporter, GLUT4, is targeted and retained in a storage compartment near to the Golgi complex are poorly understood. Here we report that removal of the carboxyl-terminal acidic Pro(505)AspGluAsnAsp(509) sequence prevents the storage of GLUT4 in the VAMP-2 positive compartment adjacent to the Golgi complex (GSC), and results in its targeting to GLUT4-positive vesicles and Rab7-positive late endosomes. Storage of the truncated GLUT4 in the GSC is restored by substitution of Phe for the Tyr(502) residue adjacent to Pro(505) or by treatment of cells with the tyrosine kinase inhibitor genistein. Ablation of the Leu(489)Leu(490)-based motif prevents the targeting of GLUT4delta5 to GLUT4-positive-vesicles and late endosomes as well as the retention of GLUT4delta5Phe(502 )by the GSC. These results are consisting with a model of GLUT4 transport in which the targeting of the protein from the TGN to the GSC is mediated by the Leu(489)Leu(490)-based motif and its release from the GSC involves Tyr(502 )and the adjacent carboxyl-terminal Pro(505)AspGluAsnAsp(509) sequence.